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ANALYSING YOUR HEMISPHERICAL IMAGERY  

TO DERIVE CANOPY STRUCTURE 

by Marion (marion.pfeifer@ncl.ac.uk: drop me a question if you need help) 

 

The steps in brief 

(1) Extraction of blue band from each image 

(2) Thresholding each images using the global Ridler and Calvard Method (for a comparison of image 

thresholding agorithms see Xue, J-H & Zhang, Y-J (2012) Ridler and Calvard's, Kittler and 

Illingworth's and Otsu's methods for image thresholding. Pattern Recognitiion Letters , 33: 793-797. 

10.1016/j.patrec.2012.01.002 

(3) Post-processing images in Caneye v6.38: https://www6.paca.inra.fr/can-eye/ 

 

Steps 1 and 2: are implemented in Matlab. Code can be found below for two types of image 

acquisitions. The code can be adapted to your needs. The code can also be translated into R.  

Both steps can be run for two types of image acquisitions: (A) took just one image per sample point 

(e.g. automated exposure) or (B) followed protocol and took three exposure images. The code can 

easily be modified to allow for more exposure images at each point. The code is detailed below and if 

you just want the script to call using Matlab and edit to change directory path and file pattern (name 

or type of image) please look at our website and download from there. Note: you need to take the 

code as below together with the isodata function - so two Matlab scripts really. Also note: you can 

change to any thresholding method Matlab has on offer. Good luck. 

The code expects the following structure of your image data: 

(A) One exposure image per sampling point in a plot. All images are stored in a plot directory. 

Meaning you would have a structure like this: 

 LAI_Sampling_Ecuador_2018/Plot_1/ images for plot 1. No renaming image files needed. 

 LAI_Sampling_Ecuador_2018/Plot_2/ images for plot 2. No renaming image files needed. 

 LAI_Sampling_Ecuador_2018/Plot_3/ images for plot 3. No renaming image files needed. 

 etc. 

 

The code will run through each subdirectory found in the LAI_Sampling_Ecuador_2018 

directory. In this case it will find three. It will then run through each subdirectory (e.g. Plot 1) 

to: run through each image found, extract the blue band, apply the thresholding to generate a 

binary image with 0/1 for sky and vegetation, save under same image name with extension 

_thresh. Sort images into folders automated. The outputs are 

 

Plot1/Auto and Plot1_ThreshAuto each with their respective images etc/ 

 

 

The code: 

clear all 
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%%set the path to the directory where you put your plots and images on below line 
myFolder = 'D:\Datasets\LAI_Sampling_Ecuador_2018';  
listing = dir(myFolder); 
num=1; 
for i=3:length(listing) %starts at 3 to avoid '.' and '..' folders 
    if listing(i).isdir==1   
        allSubFolders{num}=listing(i).name; 
        num=num+1; 
    end 
end 
disp('Here are the folders separated:'); 
allSubFolders 
 
%%loop over all subfolders and find jepgs and threshold 
allSubFolders 
for m = 1 : length(allSubFolders) 
  thissubdir=allSubFolders{m}; 
  newpath=[myFolder '\' thissubdir]; 
 
  %%need to make sure it can recognise the file pattern so adjust code on below line If 
needed 
filePattern = fullfile(newpath, '*.JPG'); 
  jpegFiles = dir(filePattern); 
  newdirname1 = [thissubdir '_Thresh']; 
  new_dirname = [myFolder '\' newdirname1]; 
  mkdir(new_dirname); 
      for k = 1:length(jpegFiles) 
         baseFileName = jpegFiles(k).name; 
         fullFileName = fullfile(newpath, baseFileName); 
         fprintf(1, 'Now reading %s\n', fullFileName); 
         h= imread(fullFileName); 
         %image(h); 
         blue_layer = h(:,:,3); 
         %levelRC = isodata(h); 
         levelRC = isodata(blue_layer);%generates threshold 
         BW_RC = im2bw(blue_layer,levelRC); 
         BW_RC1 = im2uint8(BW_RC) ; 
         MyRGB = cat(3,BW_RC1,BW_RC1,BW_RC1); 
         %BW_RC = im2bw(h,levelRC); 
         new_fname = [baseFileName '_' 'thresh.jpg']; 
         new_fname1 = [new_dirname '\' new_fname]; 
         %imwrite(BW_RC,new_fname1 ,'jpg'); 
         imwrite(MyRGB,new_fname1 ,'jpg'); 
      end 
  
end 

 

 

(B) Three exposure images per sampling point in a plot. All images are stored in a plot directory. 

Meaning you would have a structure like this: 

 LAI_Sampling_Ecuador_2018/Plot_1/ images for plot 1 (this would be 36 images if you 

sampled at 12 sampling points in this plot). No renaming image files please. Just keep them in 

the order. 
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 LAI_Sampling_Ecuador_2018/Plot_2/ images for plot 2. No renaming image files please. 

Just keep them in the order. 

 LAI_Sampling_Ecuador_2018/Plot_3/ images for plot 3. No renaming image files please. 

Just keep them in the order. 

 

The code will run through each subdirectory found in the LAI_Sampling_Ecuador_2018 

directory. In this case it will find three. It will then run through each subdirectory (e.g. Plot 1) 

to: run through each image found, extract the blue band, apply the thresholding to generate a 

binary image with 0/1 for sky and vegetation, save under same image name with extension 

_thresh. Sort images into folders automated. The outputs are 

 

Plot1/Auto and Plot1/Minus and Plot1Plus and Plot1_ThreshAuto and Plot1_ThreshMinus 

and Plot1_Thresh/Plus each with their respective images etc/ 

 

The code: 

clear all 
%%set the path to the directory where you put your plots and images on below line 
myFolder = 'D:\Datasets\LAI_Sampling_Ecuador_2018';  

 
listing = dir(myFolder); 
num=1; 
for i=3:length(listing) %starts at 3 to avoid '.' and '..' folders 
    if listing(i).isdir==1   
        allSubFolders{num}=listing(i).name; 
        num=num+1; 
    end 
end 
disp('Here are the folders separated:'); 
allSubFolders 

 
allSubFolders 
for m = 1 : length(allSubFolders) 
  thissubdir=allSubFolders{m}; 
  newpath=[myFolder '\' thissubdir]; 
  filePattern = fullfile(newpath, '*.JPG'); 
  jpegFiles = dir(filePattern); 
  newdirname1 = [thissubdir '_Thresh']; 
  new_dirname = [myFolder '\' newdirname1]; 
  mkdir(new_dirname); 
      for k = 1:length(jpegFiles) 
         baseFileName = jpegFiles(k).name; 
         fullFileName = fullfile(newpath, baseFileName); 
         fprintf(1, 'Now reading %s\n', fullFileName); 
         h= imread(fullFileName); 
         %image(h); 
         blue_layer = h(:,:,3); 
         %levelRC = isodata(h); 
         levelRC = isodata(blue_layer);%generates threshold 
         BW_RC = im2bw(blue_layer,levelRC); 
         BW_RC1 = im2uint8(BW_RC) ; 
         MyRGB = cat(3,BW_RC1,BW_RC1,BW_RC1); 
         %BW_RC = im2bw(h,levelRC); 
         new_fname = [baseFileName '_' 'thresh.jpg']; 
         new_fname1 = [new_dirname '\' new_fname]; 
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         %imwrite(BW_RC,new_fname1 ,'jpg'); 
         imwrite(MyRGB,new_fname1 ,'jpg'); 
      end 

   
   %run loop over one directory with thresholded images, create new 
    %directories Thresh_Plus, Thresh_Minus,Thresh_Auto and fill in with files 
    %looping over all of them: first image in auto, then minus 1 and then plus 
    %1 
    newdirnameA1 = [thissubdir '_ThreshAuto\']; 
    new_dirnameA = [myFolder '\' newdirnameA1]; 
    newdirnameM1 = [thissubdir '_ThreshMinus\']; 
    new_dirnameM = [myFolder '\' newdirnameM1]; 
    newdirnameP1 = [thissubdir '_ThreshPlus\']; 
    new_dirnameP = [myFolder '\' newdirnameP1]; 
     
    mkdir(new_dirnameA); 
    mkdir(new_dirnameM); 
    mkdir(new_dirnameP); 
      %%need to make sure it can recognise the file pattern so adjust code on below line If 
needed 
filePattern = fullfile(new_dirname, 'C*'); 
    threshFiles = dir(filePattern); 
    for k = 1:3:length(threshFiles) 
      baseFileName = threshFiles(k).name; 
      p=k+1; 
      baseFileName1 = threshFiles(p).name; 
      n=k+2; 
      baseFileName2 = threshFiles(n).name; 
      fullFileName = fullfile(new_dirname, baseFileName); 
      fullFileName1 = fullfile(new_dirname, baseFileName1); 
      fullFileName2 = fullfile(new_dirname, baseFileName2); 
      fprintf(1, 'Now reading %s\n', fullFileName); 
      new_fname = [new_dirnameA baseFileName]; 
      new_fname1 = [new_dirnameM baseFileName1]; 
      new_fname2 = [new_dirnameP baseFileName2]; 
      movefile(fullFileName, new_fname);  
      movefile(fullFileName1, new_fname1);  
      movefile(fullFileName2, new_fname2);  
    end 
    rmdir(new_dirname) 
    %run loop over  directory with original images, create new 
    %directories Plus, Minus,Auto and fill in with files 
    %looping over all of them: first image in auto, then minus 1 and then plus 
    %1 
    newpath 
    new_dirnameAo = [newpath '\Auto\']; 
    new_dirnameMo = [newpath '\Minus\']; 
    new_dirnamePo = [newpath '\Plus\']; 
    mkdir(new_dirnameAo); 
    mkdir(new_dirnameMo); 
    mkdir(new_dirnamePo); 
    filePatternOri = fullfile(newpath, '*.JPG'); 
    jpegFilesOri = dir(filePatternOri); 
    for k = 1:3:length(jpegFilesOri) 
      baseFileName = jpegFilesOri(k).name; 
      p=k+1; 
      baseFileName1 = jpegFilesOri(p).name; 
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      n=k+2; 
      baseFileName2 = jpegFilesOri(n).name; 
      fullFileName = fullfile(newpath, baseFileName); 
      fullFileName1 = fullfile(newpath, baseFileName1); 
      fullFileName2 = fullfile(newpath, baseFileName2); 
      fprintf(1, 'Now reading %s\n', fullFileName); 
      new_fname = [new_dirnameAo baseFileName]; 
      new_fname1 = [new_dirnameMo baseFileName1]; 
      new_fname2 = [new_dirnamePo baseFileName2]; 
      movefile(fullFileName, new_fname);  
      movefile(fullFileName1, new_fname1);  
      movefile(fullFileName2, new_fname2);  
    end 
end 

 

Step 3: Analysing your thresholded images in Caneye 

3.1 First start CanEye by double clicking on the icon. It may take a while for the software to actually 

open so please be patient. I have had times when I waited for a minute or two.  

The software was downloaded from and installed following instructions provided on the software 

website. Second: calibrate your camera and lens. This is really important as it finds the projection 

function and optical centre for you camera and lens setup. These two criteria are then used to 

delineate the part of the image analysed (within 60 degree viewing angle = COI = Circle of Interest 

for the LAI project). To implement the calibration, please follow the steps outlined in the CanEye 

Manual. This step might seem daunting but it is actually quite fun and will take you about 2- 3 hours. 

Remember to drill really really tiny weeny holes in that lens cap. The smaller the better. 

3.2 This is how it should look like 
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Now, if you never used the camera and lens before when analysing data and if you already did the 

calibration: click on calibration and follow the steps. First choose  

Calibration - Optical Centre: A pop up window will appear asking you for the calibration template file 

you completed during the calibration. 

Calibration - Projection Function: A pop up window will appear asking you for the calibration 

template file you completed during the calibration 

Once this is done and dusted, you should have a pop up window showing you something like this, 

here repeated using the Panasonic fisheye lens example template calibration file downloaded with the 

software. 

 

 

It shows on the left, how the optical centre is slightly shifted with regard to where it should be given 

image size. 

 

3.3 Open your images starting with Plot 1 

3.3.1 Hemispherical Images - RGB - Upward. 

Browse to image folder - open image folder. A pop up window will occur asking you to specify the 

parameterisation file: choose the one for your camera + lens set if you have this file and if not, create 

one: 

3.3.2a If you don’t have a parameterisation file yet, the pop up window will look like this: 
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You can load the optical center and projection function from the file you created during the calibration 

steps (3.2). Or alternatively, someone told you the values (optical center coordinates, R for projection 

function) and you enter them manually using the Create tab. For the Global LAI project, we kept all 

other parameters as specified in the standard pop up (see above). You then click save and save this 

parameterisation file under a name that makes sense to you. 

However, change the day of year and latitude using the values for your first plot. The day of year is 

from the day of year calendar: say your images were acquired on June 18th 2017. Go to 
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https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/grad/neubrew/Calendar.jsp, and look for the date and there you get it: 

day of year = 169. Naturally, there are lots of routes you can take to get this value. The latitude 

information is essential: lease retrieve from your plot coordinates file. The entry should be in Latitute 

Geographic Coordinate System WGS84. 

3.3.2b If you have a list of parameterisation files, choose the one you need for the specific lens and 

camera set: 

3.3.3 The software reads in the thresholded (binary) images and you select a set if needed or keep 

them all 

 

 

If all of these look OK: press OK (otherwise thrash images unsuitable for analyses, e.g. because of huge 

sun glares or because the thresholding failed, which can happen when there is confusion between 

vegetation and dark grey clouds for example). 

3.3.5 Masking: the masking is done on the 60 degree COI so check the images again here to make sure 

the COI makes sense. If it looks odd, when you may have made a mistake with your calibration (optical 

centre and projection function definition). 

 

https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/grad/neubrew/Calendar.jsp
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The masking step would allow you to mask out sun glares for example. For more details, please see 

also the manual of the software. 

 

3.3.6 Select the sky pixels 

 

Press done. 

 

This will lead to this pop up 
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Click on sky and press OK - this basically assigns the white pixels to the sky pixels. Automated. 

 

Press OK. Press Done. 

This starts the process of the derivation of canopy structure data using all images in that folder. You 

need at least 8 images to get LAI estimated correctly. Please see the CanEye software manual for 

details on estimates and models underlying these estimates. 

Check the output in the output folder created in your image subdirectory. 

 

 

 


